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Abstract 
  

This work is focused on developing a new kind of model for a gas metering 

sensor that could be used in Smart Home applications. The central aspect is 

to consider the amount of gas that has been flown to the user. In the proposed 

methodology, the force applied will create the sensing film's displacement 

and generate a voltage difference in the sensing film. Sensing the changes 

can identify the amount of specific gas and make the bill payment according 

to the amount consumed. The experiments are to be designed and sim in 

Comsol multiphysics modelling software, and the results are proven to be 

used for less power consumers in smart homes.   
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1 Introduction 
 

Many techniques are available and used to sense the gas to provide a 

high-speed sensor with less area. As technology improves, the methods are 

almost the same, but the device's size is changing very drastically. The size is 

reduced to a range of few nanometers, making the devices more reliable and 

faster. 

There are various techniques to sense gas based on the physical properties of 

the gas. These are i)Piezoelectric effect, ii)Capacitance Method, 

iii)Calorimetric sensing. In the Piezoelectric effect method, the force is 

applied to a thin film, and it shows voltage changes. The voltage changes are 

used to identify the particular gas. In the Capacitance Method, a movable 

plate is placed on a capacitance plate, and the movable plate acts as an 

electrode. By the movement of the electrode, the capacitance value changes 

can be identified. The gas is determined depending on the capacitance values. 

Depending on the temperature changes in the thermal sensor, the gas is 

identified. From the point of view of exactness energy metering, it's miles an 

expanding sample of making energy metering instead of fuel metering, i.e., 

changing from volume-based metering to accurate energy metering. The 

calorific estimation of petroleum gas is an overdue notion of being a unique 

estimation of gas use. Because of the absence of minimal effort 

arrangements, be that as it could, this kind of metering approach is entirely 

utilized by big mechanical clients and rarely embraced using non-public and 

enterprise customers.  

Other IoT advancements could effectively coordinate MEMS current 

flow metering innovation as an electronic metering technique. Distinctive 

pieces can source variable analysis from MEMS warm metering sensors. An 

inventive flammable gas vitality metering component [1] is proposed to view 

the current MEMS-friendly metering strategies to address this issue.  

To elevate the sensing layer's temperature for detection of gases structure 

is shown in [2] has been utilized, which comprises of silicon dioxide 

substrate on which polysilicon heater is kept. An essential hot wire 

anemometer kind of polysilicon stream device is built-in [3] that takes a 

broad estimation run, short reaction time, little power utilization and solid 

configuration. The span of the stream sensor chip is 1mm × l mm ×0.3 mm. 

It could quantify the current wind speed at 22 °C under environmental weight 

over the range of 0.005- 35 ms
-1

. The power devoured by the microheater 

under windless circumstances is around sixmW. The sensitivity is over 22 

mV (m s
-1

) 
1/2

when it is worked inconsistent obstruction mode. As the 

polysilicon has vast resistivity, extensive yield signs can be gotten without 

intensifiers. The S/N proportion could be enhanced, and its capacity for low-

stream discovery could similarly be improved. To limit power utilization, the 

state of the small-scale radiator ought to be a straight line. These polysilicon 

stream sensors can be connected to gas stream measurement in a family of 

unit gas stream meters. A framework for flow estimation involving a  
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Micro machined Warm flow sensor and the front-end interface has been 

offered in [4]. The flow sensor relies upon a unique transduction technique 

that joins inclinations of the calorimetric and the new-film transduction 

standards.  

Advances in MEMS procedures recently now make doable cutting-edge 

sensors for a specific scope of utilizations. Compared with their conventional 

macro-scale counterparts, micro-scale sensors have a greater sensitivity, a 

lower cost, improved probability compactness and greater direct 

incorporation with IC circuit devices. A deliberate survey is introduced in [5] 

for significant MEMS-primarily based smaller scale circulation sensors. It 

has been indicated that depending upon their approach to the hobby; those 

sensors can be substantially arranged as either heat or non-warm (as an 

instance strain differential-based, electricity lift based, or cantilever-primarily 

based). The proposed paintings in [6] discovered that innovative metering 

improvements and other gradually tremendous applications empowered by 

intelligent energy meters have significant focal points over customary energy 

systems. The proposed work [7] included a thermal signal presentation 

utilizing a characterized voltage over the warmer element and the transient 

local temperature measurement. In [8], discussed various MEMs structures 

for sensor designs. 

 
2 Proposed Method 
 

The proposed method aims to design a more precise sensor to detect the 

gas, optimize sensor area, and optimize reaction time. Figure 1 shows 

Principle and Structure of A MEMS Thermal Flow Sensor. 

The force impends the sensor and calculates the concentration of the 

various gases in the mixture, including the gas's velocity [9]. We need to 

know the percentage of gases (p) in each gas and the densities (d) for 

different fixed standards. The total density (D) is calculated using Eq. 1. 

  (                     )     ---- (1) 

 
Figure 1 Principle and Structure of A MEMS Thermal Flow Sensor 
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By calculating the density, If the only force on the sensor is gravity, then 

the force density equals the acceleration's mass density times due to gravity, 

g = 9.81 m/s^2. We calculate the force impends only by the stationary mass 

by converting it into the energy by multiplying it with 9.8 and represented in 

Eq. 2. 

       --- (2) 
   

   
 (

  

 
)         …………. (3) 

Whereas where α = λ/(ρCp) is the coefficient of thermal diffusion, g is 

the parameter related to the sensor, vx is the flow velocity along the X-

direction, and s is the heating element's thermal value in the equation.3 

  
(     )    
(     )   

 ………………..(4) 

Where (ρCp/λ) Under the normal operating conditions of 20 C and 

101,325 kPa, the reciprocal test is the reciprocal coefficient of thermal 

diffusion of the measured gas (ρCp/λ) Under the normal operating condition, 

the ref is the inverse of the reference gas thermal diffusion coefficient in 

equation 4. 

                  ………… (5) 

H, λ, ρCp are In the normal operating condition, the calorific benefit, 

thermal conductivity, and volumetric heat power of natural gas. The 

coefficients for the fitting are set as p1 = −115.569, p2 = 1401.772, p3 = 

0.070743. If the conductivity of heat λ or the power of volumetric heat ρCp, 

It is understood that it is possible to find a near-linear interaction between 

them in equation 5 
  

  
   (

   

   
 
   

   
 
   

   
)……………… (6) 

Whereas the coefficient of the thermal diffusion described as α = λ ρCp 

in equation 6. 

   
 

 
 
 

   
   ……………. (7) 

Where the pressure decrease is  p, C is the friction coefficient, L is the 

channel duration in the flow direction, Dh is the hydraulic width, U is the 

fluid's average velocity, and l is the fluid's elastic viscosity. 

          
   

 
      ……………… (8) 

   G is the fluid density, g is the gravitational constant, z is the height, p 

is the strain, and u is the speed. 

  √
 

 
(          ) …………………….. (9) 

Where ptot is the total pressure at the stagnation point  

        
   

 
   ………………………. (10) 

        
   

 
   ………………………… (11) 

The drag-and lift-force coefficients are CD and CL, b and c are the width 
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and duration of the body, the fluid density is the density of the fluid, and V is 

the mean flow rate in fig 2. 

 
 

Figure 2 Signal Transport of Thermal Flow Sensors with Three Signal Domains 

 
3 Simulation Setup 
 

The model consists of a circular disk fixed in a chamber. The chamber 

made up of aluminium, and the circular disk is a piezoelectric material. 

The model is used to Lead the zirconate titanate (PZT) material, and 

excellent piezoelectric material is used in the micrometre range [10,11]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Chamber for Gas 

 

Figure 3 shows the chamber's model for having the gas used to measure 

small amounts of gas. The dimensions of the room are a radius of 0.5mm and 

a height of 1mm. The inner cylinder dimensions are radius 0.4mm and the 

size 1mm.  
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The sensing film is placed under the chamber as a base for the room. 

When the gas hits the sensing film, it generates the electric potential, which 

is a voltage difference due to its force. A piezoelectric material will produce 

different voltages for various parties, whereas various gases will produce 

different voltages. Place the gas sensing film under the chamber, which has 

one open end at the bottom. The film makes it helpful to sense the gas. When 

the gas passes through it, the gas creates a force on the film. Due to the gas 

force, the voltage is generated from the sensing film [12].  

The voltages generated are different for the different mixtures. 

Estimation of the mix of gas is done by comparing the voltages in Table 1. 

The voltage obtained from the gas sensing film is compared with the table 

values, and the various gases are identified [13]. 

Whereas PZT material properties and a density of 7500kg/m3. Young's 

modulus 63Gpa and having a poisons ratio of 0.31. 

 
 

Figure 4 Gas Sensing Film  

 

The above Fig 4 shows the gas sensing film, which is a disk, and the 

edges are in contact with the chamber. 

 
4 Results & Discussions 
 

When various forces are applied to the film, the film gets displaced and 

generates a voltage.  

 
 

Figure 5 Displacement in Sensing Film 
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Figure 6 Displacement in Sensing Film 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Voltage change in the Gas Sensing Film 

 
Table 1 Compositions of different standards of Natural gases   

 
Na
me 

of 

Gas 

Meth
ane 

Etha
ne 

Prop
ane 

Isobuta
ne 

Buta
ne 

Carbon 
dioxide 

Oxyge
n 

Nitroge
n 

97# 96.8 2 0 0.01 0.01 - - 1.18 

95# 95.2 2.5 0.1 0.03 0.07 0.37 0.1 1.63 

93# 92.7

6 

3 0.24 0.3 0.2 0.5 0 3 

91# 91 3 1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.1 3.9 

88# 87.8

6 

5.1 1.76 0.04 0.06 0.8 0.12 4.26 

 

The figures 5,6,7 in Experimental results show the change in 

displacement and the voltage in the sensing film. On the application of load 

(in the form of gas) on the sensing film and it gets displaced, it also generates 

the movie's voltage changes. Table 1 shows the force and output voltages for  
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various standards of natural gases. Table 2 shows the name of the gas, then 

the proportion of multiple mixtures can be identified.  

 
Table 2 Force and output Voltages for different standards of Natural gases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 Conclusion & Future scope 

 

A gas sensing film is designed and analyzed in which the gas densities 

and the velocity create more force on the sensing film. The force applied will 

create the displacement on the sensing film as it is a piezoelectric film. It 

makes a voltage difference in the sensing film. By sensing the changes, it can 

identify the gas and depend on the gas. It can apply the charges. The 

designed sensor voltage values are transferred to the consumers for the gas 

use details and know the gas's pricing. This way of calculation can be 

connected to the cloud. Any user can view their status of gas consumed along 

with the price with their login credentials. 
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